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OBJECTIVES To examine whether peer assessment
can enhance scores on professional behaviour, with
the expectation that students who assess peers
score more highly on professional behaviour than
students who do not assess peers.

METHODS Undergraduate medical students in
their first and second trimesters were randomly
assigned to conditions with or without peer
assessment. Of the total group of 336 students,
278 students participated in the first trimester,
distributed over 31 tutorial groups, 17 of which
assessed peers. The second trimester involved 272
students distributed over 32 groups, 15 of which
assessed peers. Professional behaviour was rated by
tutors on 3 dimensions: Task Performance; Aspects
of Communication, and Personal Performance.
The rating scale ranged from 1 (poor) to 10
(excellent). Data were analysed using multivariate
repeated measures multilevel analysis.

RESULTS Assessment scores were found to have
generally increased in the second trimester, especially
the personal performance scores of students who
assessed peers. In addition, female students were
found to have significantly higher scores than male
students.

CONCLUSIONS In undergraduate medical educa-
tion, peer assessment has a positive influence on

professional behaviour. However, the results imply
that peer assessment is only effective after students
have become adjusted to the complex learning
environment.

KEYWORDS humans; male; female; randomised
controlled trial [publication type]; *education,
medical, undergraduate; professional practice ⁄ *stan-
dards; peer group; clinical competence ⁄ standards.
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INTRODUCTION

Adequate professional behaviour has come to be
recognised as an essential part of a medical doctor’s
competence.1–3 The acknowledgement of the
importance of professional behaviour has fuelled the
need to incorporate this subject into undergraduate
medical education.4 As the literature shows that
nothing regulates the learning process as much as the
examination programme does,5–7 it is recommended
that professional behaviour be assessed.

Behaviour assessment has an educational goal: to
focus students’ attention on their own behaviour and
to stimulate them to optimise their professional
behaviour. Some studies outside the context of
medical education show that students show more
improvement when they are asked to assess them-
selves or their peers.8–10 Possibly, the increased
awareness of criteria that results from the process of
assessing peers deepens elaboration,11 which, in turn,
improves learning outcomes.12,13

The current study adds to previous research because
of its longitudinal experimental design. In addition,
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the present study was conducted within medical
education, focusing on the effect of peer assessment
on professional behaviour scores awarded by tutors. It
was expected that students in a condition with peer
assessment would obtain higher scores on profes-
sional behaviour than students in a condition without
peer assessment.

METHODS

Respondents and procedure

The undergraduate medical curriculum at the
University of Groningen covers 6 years, each of which
is divided into 3 trimesters. In the first 10 trimesters
of the study programme, tutorial groups of approx-
imately 10 students meet twice a week to discuss
medical problems. This study focused on professional
behaviour in the first 2 trimesters of the programme,
as rated by the group tutors. Participation in the
study was voluntary, but encouraged: it was explained
that the study would be important to the medical

school because professional behaviour and assess-
ment thereof would be part of a new curriculum
under development. In total, 336 students partici-
pated in the first 2 trimesters, approximately two
thirds of whom were female. To eliminate any effects
of previous learning or experiences, only novice
medical students were included in the study. Of the
remaining 315 students, data for 278 students in
the first trimester (88%) and 272 students in the
second trimester (86%) were available.

For each trimester, students were assigned randomly
to groups and groups randomly assigned to a
condition. It was logistically impossible to balance
the groups exactly according to condition. The
students in the first trimester were distributed over 31
tutorial groups, with 14 groups assigned to the
condition without peer assessment (condition 0)
and 17 to the condition with peer assessment
(condition 1). The students in the second trimester
were distributed over 32 tutorial groups, with 17
groups assigned to condition 0 and 15 to condition 1.
A pool of 48 tutors led the 63 tutorial groups,
with a maximum of 2 groups per tutor. In order to
enhance the reliability of the assessment, tutors
received both written and verbal instructions. In
addition, the instructors encouraged the tutors to
consult them in case of difficulties. The tutors were
given supporting forms on which to record their
observations during the trimester.

The peer assessment condition implied that each
student assessed 3 peers in his or her tutorial group,
namely, the 3 students who came next in the randomly
established group order. Students were encouraged to
observe their peers’ behaviours from the beginning of
the trimester in order to facilitate their final decisions
on professional behaviour scores. They also received
supporting forms on which to record their observa-
tions. In both conditions, students were given infor-
mation about the key concepts and criteria used in the
3 areas of assessment before the trimester started, so
that the pure influence of peer assessment could be
investigated (in condition 1). Although the tutors who
rated the students on professional behaviour were not
blinded to the treatment condition, they were not
aware of the hypotheses of the study. The data were
processed confidentially and students received feed-
back on their professional behaviour afterwards.

Instrument

The instrument was developed according to the
recommendations of the Project Team Consilium
Abeundi, which has formulated guidelines on the

Overview

What is already known on this subject

Adequate professional behaviour is an essen-
tial part of a medical doctor’s competence and
should therefore be assessed.

Outside the context of medical education, the
process of assessing peers has been shown to
enhance learning.

What this study adds

In this study, performed in undergraduate
medical education, peer assessment turned
out to be effective only after a period of
adjustment to the complex learning environ-
ment. Furthermore, females systematically
scored higher than males.

Suggestions for further research

Future research should focus on the effects of
peer assessment in later phases of medical
education and on the replicability of the
current results in situations with summative
assessments.
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assessment of professional behaviour for medical
schools across the Netherlands.4 Professional behav-
iour was assessed on 3 dimensions based on theoretical
notions regarding professional behaviour: Task Per-
formance; Aspects of Communication, and Personal
Performance.3,4 Illustrative characteristics of the
dimensions were listed on the assessment form and
more detailed descriptions of the characteristics were
provided on the reverse side of the form. Some
examples of characteristics pertaining to the dimen-
sions are: �preparation� and �taking responsibility� for
Task Performance; �active listening� and �co-operation�
for Aspects of Communication, and �critical reflection
on personal performance� and �personal growth� for
Personal Performance. Professional behaviour was
rated on a scale of 1 (poor) to 10 (excellent). This type
of marking is commonly used at all levels of education
in the Netherlands. A score < 5.5 is considered unsat-
isfactory. In addition to the marks, the tutors were
invited to provide positive feedback and constructive
criticism to help students improve their behaviour in
the future.

Data analysis

Full data would have comprised 3 assessments per
student per tutorial group per trimester. Observations
were missing for 80 students who participated in
only 1 tutorial group in both trimesters. Missing
observations amounted to 5% and approximately
13.5% of observations in trimesters 1 and 2,
respectively. These data called for a multivariate
multilevel analysis.

Multivariate analyses were performed in order to
control for dependencies between individual
measures.14 The dependent variable comprised
the 3 scores on Task Performance, Aspects of
Communication and Personal Performance.

A multilevel dependence structure was formed by
both the tutorial groups and the 2 trimester mea-
surements. Because of the way the curriculum was
organised, with a change in tutorial groups each
trimester, it was impossible to distinguish changing
between-group variances from within-subject (or
between-trimester) variance. After establishing that
between-group variances were low in comparison with
within-subject variance, a longitudinal model was
used, ignoring the group structure. The data were
analysed with the multilevel computer programme
MLwiN (Version 2.02).

In a first step, the variance structure was established
in a simple model that allowed for different trimester

means but did not use additional covariate informa-
tion. This revealed considerable correlation between
the observations at and between each trimester, with
somewhat decreasing variance over time. Next, we
investigated which factors significantly influenced the
scores on professional behaviour in a stepwise back-
ward analysis. The largest model contained the
variables �student gender� and �condition� and the
interaction between gender and condition, plus all
interactions with trimester, as well as an indicator
variable of previous experience with peer assessment
in the second trimester. Whether a new model
implied a deterioration from the previous larger
model was determined on the basis of the difference
in deviance. The deviance represents a measure of
discrepancy between model and data. The signifi-
cance of an increase in deviance is tested using a chi-
square test, with the number of degrees of freedom
equal to the number of left-out model parameters.

The final model was obtained after removing insig-
nificant interaction effects and main effects not
included in a significant interaction effect. The
significance of the contribution of each separate
independent variable was determined by dividing its
coefficient by its standard error, resulting in a z-value,
given the sufficiently large student sample size.14

RESULTS

An overview of the marks granted by tutors is
presented in Table 1. Task Performance yielded the
highest scores and Personal Performance the
lowest. The scores in the second trimester were higher
than those in trimester 1. In the first trimester the
scores were approximately the same for both condi-
tions. In the second trimester, the scores in the
condition with peer assessment were slightly higher
than those in the condition without peer assessment.

The results of the multivariate multilevel analyses
with the tutor scores on Task Performance, Aspects of
Communication and Personal Performance as the
dependent variables showed an effect of time
(Table 2). Scores on Task Performance, in particular,
and Personal Performance, to some extent, exhibited
a learning effect (z ¼ 3.34, P < 0.001; z ¼ 1.69,
P < 0.05, respectively), although no significant effect
emerged for Aspects of Communication. Scores on
Task Performance, Aspects of Communication and
Personal Performance were different for males and
females (z ¼ 3.34, P < 0.001; z ¼ 2.83, P < 0.01,
and z ¼ 3.18, P < 0.001, respectively), with female
students systematically scoring higher than male
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students. The effect of gender and condition and
their interaction over time is illustrated in Figs 1–3
for the 3 aspects of assessment. In addition, a
multivariate interaction effect of time and condition
was found: in the second trimester, students in
condition 1 (with peer assessment) scored more
highly than students in condition 0. This effect was
strongest for Personal Performance (z ¼ 3.12,
P < 0.001), and of medium strength for Aspects of
Communication, but not significant for Task Perfor-
mance. The analyses did not show an effect of
experience caused by previous assignment to condi-
tion. The variances and covariances shown in the

Table 1 Overview of tutor marks: means, standard deviations, minimum and maximum scores by condition* and for the total sample

Trimester 1 Trimester 2

n Mean SD Min Max n Mean SD Min Max

Task Performance
Condition 0 124 7.46 0.87 5.00 9.50 149 7.73 0.70 5.00 9.00
Condition 1 140 7.43 0.68 4.50 9.00 90 7.93 0.73 5.50 9.00
Total 264 7.44 0.78 4.50 9.50 239 7.81 0.71 5.00 9.00

Aspects of Communication
Condition 0 124 7.42 0.89 5.00 9.50 148 7.52 0.73 5.00 9.00
Condition 1 140 7.35 0.71 5.50 9.00 91 7.71 0.70 6.00 9.00
Total 264 7.38 0.80 5.00 9.50 239 7.59 0.72 5.00 9.00

Personal Performance
Condition 0 124 7.32 0.76 5.00 9.00 149 7.44 0.61 5.00 9.00
Condition 1 140 7.23 0.54 6.00 8.50 91 7.73 0.56 6.50 9.00
Total 264 7.27 0.65 5.00 9.00 240 7.55 0.61 5.00 9.00

* Condition 0 ¼ tutor assessment; condition 1 ¼ peer and tutor assessment
SD ¼ standard deviation

Table 2 Final model of multivariate multilevel analyses with scores on Task Performance, Aspects of Communication and Personal Performance as dependent variables

Fixed effects

Task Performance Aspects of Communication Personal Performance

Coefficient SE Coefficient SE Coefficient SE

Mean trimester 1 7.28* 0.087 7.27* 0.088 7.18* 0.071
Improvement trimester 2 0.29* 0.086 0.10 0.090 0.13� 0.074
Gender 0.26* 0.079 0.22� 0.078 0.20* 0.062
Condition ) 0.04 0.093 ) 0.08 0.097 ) 0.09 0.079
Condition*trimester 2 0.18 0.138 0.25� 0.140 0.35* 0.113

Random effects (Co)Variance SE (Co)Variance SE (Co)Variance SE
Between-respondents covariance matrix

Task Performance 0.175 0.038
Aspects of Communication 0.142 0.033 0.115 0.040
Personal Performance 0.078 0.026 0.043 0.027 0.034 0.027

Within-respondents covariance matrix
Trimester 1 ⁄ 2
Task Performance 0.43 ⁄ 0.30 0.052 ⁄ 0.045
Aspects of Communication 0.30 ⁄ 0.18 0.046 ⁄ 0.040 0.53 ⁄ 0.39 0.059 ⁄ 0.052
Personal Performance 0.19 ⁄ 0.17 0.037 ⁄ 0.034 0.26 ⁄ 0.22 0.041 ⁄ 0.037 0.39 ⁄ 0.31 0.043 ⁄ 0.038

Deviance 2582.1

* P < 0.001; � P < 0.01; � P < 0.05 (1-sided)
SE ¼ standard error

Task Performance

6·6

6·8

7·0

7·2

7·4

7·6

7·8

8·0

Male, condition 0
Male, condition 1
Female, condition 0
Female, condition 1

Trimester 1 Trimester 2

Figure 1 Overview of scores on Task Performance for males
and females for both trimesters and conditions
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lower half of Table 2 illustrate the individual
variability (somewhat declining over time) and the
strong relationship between scores on the 3 depen-
dent variables over trimesters (within-individual) and
within each trimester.

DISCUSSION

The hypothesis that students in a condition with peer
assessment score more highly on professional behav-
iour than students in a condition without peer
assessment was only partially supported. Only in the
second trimester did students assessing peers score
more highly. A possible explanation for the lack of
confirmation of the hypothesis in the first trimester
bears on the fact that students were at the very start of
their medical training at the time and had to acquire
several skills related to problem-based learning
(PBL). To make learning a constructive, self-directed,
collaborative and contextual process,15 students
need to actively plan, monitor and evaluate their
learning process and collaborate with peers, among
other things. Possibly, the transition to such a
complex learning environment may have caused a

cognitive overload, leaving students little mental
space to examine their own professional behaviour
(beyond focusing on the content of learning).
That the scores of students who assessed peers in
the first trimester were lower rather than higher
(although the difference was far from significant)
might be interpreted as support for this explanation.
Obviously, advantages such as increased awareness
of criteria leading to enhanced learning
outcomes11–13 do not apply in such cases. Confir-
mation of the hypothesis in the second trimester
could be interpreted as support for the idea that
students need time to adjust to the complex learning
environment. If this train of thought is accurate,
then future research should demonstrate a positive
influence of peer assessment on professional
behaviour in later phases of the curriculum.

Closer inspection of the results shows a learning
effect over time for Task Performance, a condition
effect for Aspects of Communication in the second
trimester and a time effect as well as a condition
effect in the second trimester for Personal Perfor-
mance. Scores for Task Performance seem to have
improved regardless of condition. Possibly the
assessment criteria for this dimension are so well
defined and clear that peer assessment does not
further enhance awareness and therefore does not
bring about additional improvement. The effect of
condition in the second trimester for Aspects of
Communication supports the idea that active use of
the criteria is essential for improving the behaviour
aspects pertaining to this dimension. Enhancement
for Task Performance or for Aspects of Communica-
tion also implies higher scores for Personal Perfor-
mance, for this dimension also includes personal
growth. Therefore, the effects found for Personal
Performance follow logically from the effects for the
other dimensions. The preceding discussion suggests
that peer assessment has greater effect in situations
where the assessment criteria are less clear.

Although on average the differences were only small,
peer assessment seems particularly important for
students scoring close to the cut-off point. Given that
a score < 5.5 is considered unsatisfactory, the results
show that none of the students in condition 1
performed unsatisfactorily in the second trimester,
which contrasts with findings for condition 0. This is
particularly important given the seriousness of
reported unprofessional behaviour in medical
education.4 The minimum scores of students in
condition 1 were 0.5)1.5 points higher than those of
students in condition 0. Although a difference of 0.5
points on a 10-point scale may not seem very large,

undergraduate education

Aspects of Communication

6·6

6·8

7·0

7·2

7·4

7·6

7·8
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Male, condition 0
Male, condition 1
Female, condition 0
Female, condition 1

Trimester 2Trimester 1

Figure 2 Overview of scores on Aspects of Communication
for males and females for both trimesters and conditions

Personal Performance
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7·0
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7·4

7·6
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Male, condition 0
Male, condition 1
Female, condition 0
Female, condition 1

Trimester 2Trimester 1

Figure 3 Overview of scores on Personal Performance for
males and females for both trimesters and conditions
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differences of this size are already relevant. As the
investments required to reach this effect are only
small (just asking students to assess some of their
peers), it is recommended that peer assessment be
introduced.

A first possible limitation of this study is a con-
founding of tutor rating stringency with treatment.
However, as the majority of the tutors had only 1
group, the small between-group variances also
indicate that tutors did not vary much in rating
stringency. Secondly, a confounding effect is not
plausible because, if such an effect had been
present, the scores of tutors in 1 of the
conditions, for example in the condition with
peer assessment, would have been higher in both
trimesters and not only in the second.

A second limitation of this study is that the assess-
ment was formative. This may have led students, and
possibly tutors as well, to take the assessment less
seriously and thus make less effort to ensure accuracy
than they would have if the assessment had been
summative. However, as far as the criterion scores
(tutor scores) are concerned, this problem yielded
both conditions. As far as student dedication is
concerned, this limitation may have made the effects
of peer assessment weaker than they would have been
in cases of summative assessment. Future research
might examine whether the present results are
replicable in situations with summative assessments.
Research has repeatedly shown that judgements
with far-reaching consequences for the assessee are
milder than judgements that are not intended for
summative decisions.16,17 In addition, it should be
noted that the generalisability of the results of this
study to other educational situations is limited as
the tutorial setting is structured with clear goals
and tasks.

No cumulative effects of condition were found in
the current study, implying that assessing peers in the
first trimester did not enhance performance in the
second. However, it might be that repeatedly assess-
ing peers results in better professional behaviour in
later phases of the study, when students have already
become accustomed to the learning environment.
This effect might be increased by another positive
effect of peer assessment that is well known from
multi-source rating: deploying several raters also
provides ratees with feedback from different per-
spectives, which can provide unique and meaningful
information about performance and may therefore
help to increase the acceptance and usefulness of the
feedback.18,19 Therefore, it would be interesting to

investigate whether an accumulative effect of peer
assessment on professional behaviour exists in later
phases of medical education.

Main effects of student gender were found, with
females scoring systematically higher than males.
Females have repeatedly been shown to gain
higher marks than males.20 This may be because
females tend to work in a more disciplined and
conscientious way than males.21,22 Discipline
and conscientiousness have consistently been
demonstrated to be related to achievement and
performance.23,24 The fact that these qualities are
reflected in the assessment criteria for assessing
professional behaviour may have magnified the
differences in scores between males and females:
dealing with tasks and people in a disciplined and
conscientious manner may dovetail very well with
the female approach.

Two interesting questions arose as a result of the
gender effects found in this study. Does gender
composition within groups influence the results of
individual students? Does tutor gender interact with
student gender and group composition? These
questions may be relevant as group work is an
important ingredient in problem-based learning and
deserves further research.

In conclusion, peer assessment enhanced scores for
professional behaviour in the second trimester.
Although on average the differences were only small,
peer assessment seems particularly important for
students who score close to the cut-off point and is
therefore a promising method of preventing unpro-
fessional behaviour. In addition, the costs involved in
peer assessment are relatively low. In view of the
discussion on this finding and because of the addi-
tional positive effects of peer assessment mentioned
earlier in this paper, it is recommended that peer
assessment be introduced. However, it seems wise to
restrict implementation to later phases of the curric-
ulum in order to give students some time to become
accustomed to the learning environment. Future
research should shed light on any differences
between formative and summative assessments with
respect to the influence of peer assessment and on
the replicability of the findings in other educational
settings.
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